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0FEDERATION, FARE DODGING AND FALSE IMPRISONMENT –
MR ROBERTSON’S EVENING OUT
The decision of the Privy Council in the case of Robinson v The Balmain New Ferry Company
Ltd1 remains a part of many tort courses, and tort textbooks, in common law countries.2 I am as
guilty of this as the many others to whom I refer. Yet the reason for including it tends to be to
dismiss it as an aberration to a general rule, a case that is non-representative rather than
paradigmatic.3 Whilst for doctrinal explanatory purposes this is a perfectly satisfactory way of
dealing with the case, it is an interesting question to consider why the case did not set any kind of
general principle – why the dog did not bark rather than why it did.

A Cause Celebre
Many here will know the facts of this cause célèbre but a brief overview for those who have not
had the pleasure of reading of the exploits of Mr Robertson.4 It was the Monday of a long
weekend (bank holiday) in June 1905. It was 7.45pm when he went to Circular Quay in Sydney
and entered the wharf of the Balmain New Ferry Company with Miss Mercia Murray (Tony
Blackshield says it was his fiancée; it is certainly true that they later married, in 1907). The
happy couple wanted to go on one of the companies’ ferries but both boats had just left, and
when Miss Murray indicated that she wanted to catch another boat from another wharf nearby
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she and Robertson proceeded to leave. Here the problems began. The difficulty was that entry
and exit to the wharf was via a turnstile above which was a notice stating that entry and exit to
the wharf was conditional upon the payment of 1p. This was because the company only collected
fares at Circular Quay. When they attempted to leave the attendant at the entry turnstile told
them they needed to leave by the other exit and when they went to that exit the attendant there
asked for the payment of one penny. Robertson pointed out that the he had not in fact travelled
on the ferry and wanted to leave the wharf to go about his lawful and proper business. There then
was a dispute in the evidence; Robertson and Miss Murray stated that when Robertson tried to
exit from the turnstiles he was thrown back with great force by one of the attendants and that he
was threatened with a fist; perhaps unsurprisingly, the attendants alleged that it was Mr
Robertson who had provoked matters by advancing on the attendant with a blackthorn stick,
catching one of the attendants under the lapel of his jacket whilst stating repeatedly ‘Don’t use
force, don’t use force.’ As the case was decided by a civil jury this evidentiary conflict was
never explicitly resolved but it seems very unlikely that the 49 year old Mr Robertson would
have been as aggressive as was indicated; indeed at one point it seems that one of the attendants
got the story wrong and had to be corrected by counsel.5 During this time – which was about 5
minutes – Robertson asked the crowd that had now gathered (estimated variously at between 20
and 200, who were hostile to Robertson asking him ‘Why don’t you pay the fare’) to call a
constable but no one did. At this point Robertson paid for Miss Murray to leave, telling her that
he would now have to stay and see it out. She fetched a constable, who told Robertson that his
course of action should be to pay under protest and complain to the company but this advice was
refused, Robertson pointing out he was a lawyer and that this was not what he needed to do.
Finally he said that that he would not be detained any longer and pushed through the gap
between the turnstile and the bulkhead, despite the efforts of one of the attendants to stop him
(somewhat half-hearted according to the evidence, no doubt everyone was keen to end the standoff). The couple then went off to Miss Murray’s parents before Robertson returned to Circular
Quay via the Balmain New Ferry Company’s boat, where the attendants were still on duty. One
told Robertson that he had not paid the penny from previously; further exchanges followed but
the attendant was unable to say what he had said further (but we can probably imagine).
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The Dispute Between the Parties
As a result of his experiences, Robertson brought an action against the company for assault and
false imprisonment. On one level, it is perfectly obvious how the company wanted to defend the
action. This appears in an affidavit filed by the company’s manager in support of the appeal to
the High Court of Australia6; it was noted that 10,000 people a day travelled on the company’s
ferries, and in the same petition Robertson said that 50,000 people a day used Sydney ferries.
What the company wanted to argue was that this very large transport business simply could not
operate if people were allowed to leave the wharf without paying; the only workable practice
was to charge everyone.
The difficulty was how this might be framed in terms of a defence to an action for false
imprisonment (the assault action fell or succeeded with the false imprisonment action). This
difficulty was particularly acute in New South Wales which did not introduce the Judicature Acts
reform in full until 1970. Old style pleading was the norm, so the plaintiff pleaded a standard
count in his declaration. To this pleading the defendant responded with the general issue i.e. not
guilty. This original choice of plea needs some analysis because if the defendant had wanted to
plead that they had good cause to detain the plaintiff, the general issue might not have been the
correct plea; generally pleas of confession and avoidance needed to be specially pleaded and the
general issue would be an incorrect plea. The reason for the general issue plea, however,
becomes clear when one looks at the way the defendant argued the case at trial. Here the primary
defence of the company was that the actions of the attendants went beyond the course of their
employment with the result that the company was not vicariously liable for their actions.7 The
general issue was the appropriate plea to raise this kind of defence.8 The company was clearly
confident in this line of argument – it took only two days to respond to the declaration – and at
the end of the plaintiff’s case defendant’s counsel applied for a non-suit. This was rejected by the
6
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trial judge, Darley CJ saying that he would not non-suit in the face of the notice (meaning, I
think, that the attendants took the notice as their instructions – as they later testified – so there
was at least some evidence that the conduct was in the course of employment).9 The defendants
appeared to have no fall back argument; although evidence was lead from the attendants, it
seems that defendant’s counsel admitted in summing up that the conduct could not be justified
and that the question was one of damages.10 This was certainly the view of Darley CJ, who
correctly noted there was no justification on file and that the question was solely one of damages.
Nor was this a result forced on him by the course of proceedings; he pointed out that it was
important that companies knew that they could not behave in this way.11 Almost belatedly, after
the jury had retired, counsel for the defendant asked that the jury be directed that the plaintiff
was bound by the notice – rejected as the Chief Justice said that there was no evidence of
knowledge of the notice – but it is not clear why this was thought important – an issue that arises
a number of times in the future progress of the case.
Almost immediately thereafter the defendants sought to overturn the decision by seeking a rule
nisi, which was granted on three grounds. The first related to the decision on vicarious liability,
the latter two were directed to the failure of Darley CJ to direct as to the plaintiff being bound by
the notice. Again, the pleadings are vague as to why the notice was thought important but it is
clear from the report of the hearing in the banco court of the Supreme Court of New South Wales
that the defendants saw it as relevant to the question of damages only.12 This was also the view
of the judges of the banco court.13 This approach suggests that no-one saw the existence of the
contract or any obligation imposed by it as providing any justification for the defendant’s action,
but there was good authority, with the imprimatur of Bullen & Leake’s Precedents of Pleading,
that conduct that did not amount to a justification could be lead in evidence in mitigation of
damages; conversely, if the conduct was in effect a justification it needed to be specially
9
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pleaded.14 By a majority the banco court held that there should be no new trial on the question of
damages, effectively saying that the condition was of no importance at all in determining liability
and quantum.15
The key change in the defendant’s tack comes in oral argument before the High Court of
Australia. The written application for special leave to appeal to the High Court focused on errors
in the trial judge’s directions to the jury; it argued that the plaintiff was bound by the notice and
that the defendant had the right to demand payment of one penny. Nothing was said about
detention. But before the High Court the defendant’s counsel Rolin put the argument somewhat
differently:
The meaning of the notice was clear, viz, that any person who entered the wharf,
whether through the turnstile or from a boat, would be prevented from leaving
through the turnstile unless he paid a penny. That was a reasonable condition to
impose under the circumstances, because it would be impossible for the appellants
to carry on their business if it were necessary to inquire of each person whether he
had actually travelled by boat or not. The respondent, therefore, when he entered
the wharf, knew, and accepted as an implied term of the contract of carriage, that he
would have to submit to such detention if he failed to carry out his part of the
contract (my italics).16
Contracts and False Imprisonment
I think it is now necessary to look at the two ways in which it might be said that the contract
between the parties might affect liability in false imprisonment. First, it might operate as a
justification – lawful authority – to detain a person who was in breach of its conditions.
Secondly, and importantly in the context of false imprisonment, it might operate by implying that
the plaintiff consented to any imprisonment. There are difficulties with each of these arguments.
At the time of Robertson there was long standing authority that a person could not imprison
another to enforce a breach of contract in the absence of some independent lawful authority (ie a
statute or judicial process).17 Moreover, it is absolutely clear from looking at the leading tort
14
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texts of the time – Clerk & Lindsell, Pollock, Salmond, Addison – that these justifications went
to making that lawful which was otherwise unlawful18; thus they were defences which, under
pre-Judicature Act civil procedure, needed to be specially pleaded. No such defence had in fact
been pleaded by the company. Superficially, the ‘consent’ argument was more appealing. In
particular, this defence – which was alternatively described in some texts by its old pleading
name of leave and licence19 – could in certain cases be put forward under the general issue; in
modern terms it went to the commission of the tort rather than to excuse. Even here though the
matter was not free from doubt; it was clear that the appropriate plea for a leave and licence in
assault and battery was the general issue; it was equally clear that it needed to be specially
pleaded in trespass to land.20 The view was expressed in Bullen & Leake that it should be raised
under the general issue in false imprisonment.21
Assuming that this was correct, there was a more fundamental problem in applying the defence.
As Robertson pointed out in a letter to the Daily Telegraph after the High Court decision22 (more
convincingly than was argued in the High Court) any argument of leave and licence had to
contend with the leading case of Wood v Leadbitter23, where it was made clear that any such
licence could be revoked, and if wrongfully revoked, the innocent party was left to his remedy in
damages. Of course, Wood v Leadbitter was a case involving a licence to be on land. Indeed,
from a review of the leading texts it is clear that consent or volenti non fit injuria or leave and
licence, however it was described, was considered primarily relevant in the context of assault and
battery (at least in the intentional torts).24 There is no reference to consent and false
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imprisonment in any of the texts of the period. I suggest that the uncertainty over the scope of
leave and licence/consent in false imprisonment is reflected in the company’s pleadings on the
effect of the notice; they thought it was important but were not sure why this was so or how it
related to an argument of commercial necessity. It is not until oral argument in the High Court
that an embryonic version of the defendant’s final case appears. The plaintiff had entered into a
contract to leave the wharf by the ferry, and the defendant’s asserted that, as the plaintiff had
entered on the wharf knowing of the condition upon which entry was granted, he was obliged to
pay one penny and, crucially, that he could be restrained if he did not. But this was not the end of
the story: for the first time the defendant argues – presumably as a result of this contract of
carriage - that the plaintiff had not actually been imprisoned, the ground on which many modern
writers justify the result. Whatever one thinks of the merits of this latter argument, it certainly
needed contemporary explanation as the question of how long one must be imprisoned for the
tort to be committed, and whether imprisonment occurred if the means of escape involved
placing the plaintiff is peril, remained relatively unexplored.25
On analysis the defendant’s argument before the High Court is a strange mix of consent and
lawful authority; consent because the original basis for the restraint came from the plaintiff’s
voluntary agreement, but perhaps also lawful authority as it seemed clear that the plaintiff had
revoked the agreement so some other ground for the detention needed to be found. These nice
distinctions however found no favour in the High Court; the plaintiff had entered onto the wharf
on condition that he would leave by another exit and could not complain if immediate freedom
was not granted when that contract was repudiated.26 The notice was now considered irrelevant;
it mattered not that the plaintiff did not know of the precise terms on which he entered the wharf;
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what was important was that he knew that there would be some charge or condition to exit the
wharf.27
In my view the decision of the High Court raised an important point about the relationship
between consent and lawful authority in false imprisonment, a novel point that contemporary
discussions simply did not consider. The defence that was recognized was a strange hybrid and
very fact specific: it was either a form of lawful authority deriving from an initially implied
contractual consent to a deprivation of liberty, or a limited irrevocable contractual consent, the
irrevocable nature flowing from the nature of the original agreement. Why this consent should be
irrevocable on legal, as opposed to commercial, grounds was not clear28; perhaps it was only
where there was the possibility of exit through the ferry but this is certainly not explicit in the
judgments. Moreover, the analogies drawn by O’Connor J as to the inconvenience to railway
operators if Robertson’s case succeeded (ie if passengers could demand immediate release from
contracted railway journeys at points where the train was not scheduled to stop) are entirely
unconvincing. Robertson was not asking for the ferry company to delay its boats or change its
routes and it would have presented no practical difficulty to let Robertson go immediately; he
managed it himself in the end by doing something he could have done immediately (i.e.
squeezing between the turnstile and bulkhead).29
Whatever one thinks of the ultimate merits of these arguments, we can surely sympathise with
Mr Robertson. Throughout the trial and appeal, the defendant’s arguments changed
fundamentally whilst remaining vague; the contract was legally relevant and important but we
are not sure exactly why. Moreover, although both parties played by the rules of the pleading
game in the lower courts, the High Court was simply not interested in pleading issues; O’Connor
27
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J said simply that the case had not been conducted on the basis of any pleading point30; to the
extent that this was true it was because such a point had not been raised previously. Not that any
such arguments were to bother the High Court; both Griffiths CJ and O’Connor J thought any
pleading deficiencies could be rectified by amendment31, an unusual course to take by the time
the case had reached the highest appellate court in the jurisdiction. And to cap it off the High
Court went further than the plaintiff’s notice of appeal, which had only asked for a retrial, by
directing a verdict for the defendant.32
One reason for the reluctance of the court to engage in any discussion of the pleading issues may
reflect the fact that the New South Wales procedure was already seen as archaic; Pollock, after
commenting on the cases dealing with how to plead leave and licence, noted with evident
satisfaction, that this had long ceased to be of any importance in England.33 The commercial
context of the decision is also clearly important. But I want to stress one, less obvious, context of
the decision: the federation context.
Archibald Nugent Robertson had been an opponent of federation in the late 1890’s, culminating
in a pamphlet he wrote in 1897.34 It is an interesting piece, written from the view of a fictitious
professor in 1915 detailing the economic decline and ultimate revolt of the state of New South
Wales after federation before being crushed by the forces of the Commonwealth, dominated by
Victoria. In fact, Robertson stood as an anti-federation candidate in New South Wales in the
convention elections, running, if the Bulletin is to be believed, last out of 49 candidates.35 This
seemed to have dampened his enthusiasm as I have found no record of him playing an active role
in the later anti-federation movement, and he himself says in his evidence at the trial that he was
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chosen as one of five people to pick the best Ode to federation.36 But his past deeds remained
with him; when the verdict in his favour was given the Bulletin commented that he did better in
court than he did when standing on the anti-federation ticket.37 When his case reached the High
Court, for reasons unexplained, Robertson had to argue the case himself (he had counsel before
the Supreme Court), before a panel of judges that comprised Griffith CJ, Barton and O’Connor,
three leading proponents of federation, the latter two of which he had stood against in the 1897
convention elections.38 An exchange at the conclusion of giving the judgments in the High Court,
(whereby Robertson queried the order given by the court) which might simply be explained as a
disappointed party in other circumstances, takes on a different meaning:
Robertson: I am speaking on the question of jurisdiction. I submit that the Court has gone
beyond the order of leave. The order of leave is only on the question of a new trial, and that is all
I came to meet. The notice of appeal as served upon us was that a new trial should have been
granted on certain grounds. I did not come to meet the question that has been decided. I did not
come to meet the question of whether the verdict should be entered or not. If your Honors think
you should enlarge the order of leave, then I submit the case should be reargued.
Griffith CJ: Leave can be extended now if necessary.
Robertson : I submit that I should be allowed to argue upon the question of the pleadings.
Griffith CJ: The question has already been fully argued, Mr Robertson.
Robertson : The question of the verdict has not been argued at all.
Griffith CJ : This was all argued, Mr Robertson.
Robertson : Your Honor has for the first time raised the question of leave and licence – a
question never raised in any Court before. The Supreme Court rule was not put before you at all.
I trust your Honor is not going to overrule the laws of this State. The law of pleading is of as
important as the law of manslaughter.
Griffith CJ: Mr Robertson, the Court is treating you with great indulgence in hearing you so
long.
36
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Robertson: I don’t think so, your Honor. I have as much right in this court as your Honor.
Griffith CJ: If you do not behave yourself, Mr Robertson, you will find that you have not as
much right here as we have.
Robertson: Your Honor will take such steps as you please. I am not to be silenced when I am
putting forward a legitimate objection. Am I to understand that your Honors extend the order of
leave after argument, and judgment, and after all is over?
Mr Ferguson then rose and asked the Court upon the subject of costs, and the incident ended.39

The press reaction to the High Court decision is also instructive; the Sydney Morning Herald
paid it virtually no attention but there was extensive correspondence in the Daily Telegraph and
the Evening News, papers which in the end opposed federation.40 One of the editorials clearly
casts aspersions on the quality of the High Court41, a federal institution which was only three
years old when it gave the decision in Robertson. Robertson’s petition for leave to appeal to the
Privy Council, whilst being something of a rant, expressly raised the issue of the High Court’s
competence under the Judiciary Act 1903 to deal with questions of jury verdicts and pleadings of
state courts.42 Viewed in this light Robertson’s exchange with Griffith at the end of the case has
at least some element of federal authority exercising its muscle over states’ rights. Added to this
brew was the fact that, when special leave was granted in May 1907, the Privy Council was itself
under attack as the appellate court from the High Court; the colonial or Imperial Conference of
the previous month contained a thinly veiled criticism of the court from Alfred Deakin albeit in
the context of constitutional cases.43 I do not want to push this point too far but it is easy to
forget from a distance the precarious authority of both the High Court within the Australian
federation, and the Privy Council as the supreme appellate court of the empire. It would not have
39
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been a propitious time for the Privy Council to vindicate the appellant’s view that the High Court
had gone beyond its constitutional limits, especially for a litigant who had some history of
opposing the federal idea as a whole. Certainly the opinion of the Judicial Committee in the
Robertson case is little more than an acquiescence in the judgment of the High Court44; it is
short, spends no time at all on any constitutional or pleading question, and for good measure
condemns Robertson’s actions as unreasonable.45 The anxiety to dismiss the case as without
merit is evident from the statement that the trial judge should have granted the non-suit asked for
the defendant a trial46; as the nonsuit related to the course of employment point it clearly would
have been wrong to have done so, and to have expected Darley CJ to nonsuit on matters not
raised in argument was unrealistic. Perhaps the best example of the fall from grace of Mr
Robertson was the headnote in the Law Journal reports; whereas Darley CJ had instructed the
jury that ‘it was not a case of cheating’47, the headnote now read ‘Toll – Evasion’.48
The result was that Robertson eventually lost but he had the last, no doubt bitter, laugh; the
House of Lords applied his case to a miner stuck down a mine as a result of his breach of
contract49; even the Solicitors Journal thought the Robertson principle was somewhat
dangerous50, and, writing in the Law Quarterly Review in 1928, Amos explained compellingly
why the general ground for the Privy Council decision was untenable.51 I hope I have gone a
little way to explaining how that untenable result was reached.
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